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Global appreciation
The study produces interesting results and I encourage to publish it in PCI Evolutionary Biology if
the authors give the clarification asked below.
Main issues
1) The main issue I see is the apparent lack of coherence between the question and the choice of the
study system. In the introduction, the authors explain that there are potentially two factors that may
prevent the evolution from a specialist parasite to a generalist one: 1) strong fitness trade-off
between hosts’ exploitation and 2) the low encounter rates with alternative hosts (in other word, the
alternative host availability). To disentangle the effect of these two factors on the evolution of
specialization, the authors propose to study two microsporidian parasites (Anostracospora rigaudi
and Enterocytospora artemia) and their sympatric hosts (Artemia parthenogenetica and Artemia
franciscana). In the Methods (Hosts and parasites > Natural System), the authors explain that the
host A franciscana is highly prevalent, the two species coexist most of the year and can be found in
the same microhabitats (l.87-89). Moreover, the author continue by explaining that the two studied
parasites are the most prominent parasite infecting Artemia with a very high prevalence for both
hosts (l.90-91). Consequently, it seems unlikely that the low encounter rates of the alternative hosts
(A. parthenogenetica for E. artemia and A. franciscana for A. rigaudi) is a plausible explanation of
the specialization of the two parasites for their “matched” hosts.
Finally, the reader has to wait for the end of the discussion to learn that the parasite E. artemia is
present year-round while its mismatched host A. parthenogenetica is only present from late spring
to fall and so consequently, E. artemia mainly infect and evolve on A. franciscana in their natural
system (l.363-365). We also learn too late that A. rigaudi is less specialist than E. artemia (l.394395). These information must clearly appear in the Methods to justify the choice of this system to
respond to the objective of this study.
2) In the introduction, the state-of-art focusing on the objective of this study is not enough develop
in my point of view. In particular:
- I would like to know if other studies have try to disentangle the effect of host availability and
strong trade-off on the evolution of specialization. And of course, what were the results ?
You write (l.59) : “studies that take the natural context of parasite populations into account are
rare”. Is it what you do by exploring the potential effect of host availability and strong trade-off on
specialization evolution in your study system ? Please, clarify this point. You can potentially explain
here why your studied system is interesting to explore the question...(the question motivates the
choice of the studied system). Or why you need to disentangle the effects of these two factors
because they may have a role on specialization of the parasites you study (the studied system
motivates the choice of the question).
- l.56-57, you write that fluctuations in environmental conditions (which kind?, be more precise
please) may influence evolution toward more generalist phenotypes but you say nothing about the
potential effect of fluctuations on the evolution of specialization in your system, neither in
introduction nor in discussion. Please explain why you consider that fluctuations have a minor

influence on your system compared to host availability or strong trade-off. It could be also
interesting to discuss about the relative contribution of fluctuations and strong trade-off on the
evolution of generalist-specialist. l. 65-66, you write “only strong trade-offs may prevent the
evolution of a generalist parasite on the long term”. I guess you should add “in stable environmental
conditions”.
- Is the study of several components of fitness original in the context of specialist-generalist parasite
evolution ? Or it was already done ? L.60-61, you write “ few studies look for the traits underlying
fitness trade-offs”. You say nothing more about these studies. Do they also study evolution of
parasitism ? Do they show that it is important to consider fitness components instead of “direct
fitness” ? Please, develop a bit.
Important changes to help the understanding of the readers
In overall, I have noticed some confusing and potentially contradictory elements in the Table 1 to 3.
I have also found the Figure 2 to 5 difficult to understand and with important information missing.
1) The Table 1, 2 and 3 are not clear for me. If I well understand, there are two events that may lead
to lose a parasitic line : 1) parasite population collapses (they potentially can be revived using P6
backup) and 2) host population collapses (they potentially can be revived by adding 5 hosts at the
beginning of the incubation period). Only 4 lines have not been saved by these two processes (Table
1).
In Table 1, may you add the reason of the lost ? I guess the reason for the lost of the two first lines is
that host populations collapse (because these two lines are in Table 2) and the reason for the two last
lines is that parasite populations collapse (because these lines are not in the Table 2). BUT, the line
A. rigaudi × A. f. host – Repl. 2 is present in the Table 1, 2, 3. In the Table 1, I understand that this
line is lost. In the Table 2, I understand that the loss is because the host population collapses. And in
Table 3, I learn that it is because parasite population collapses (“revived from P6 backup”). Is it
possible that for this line, the two populations (parasite & host) collapsed ? Anyway, you say that
the line is lost in Table 1 and that it is revived in Table 3, so something is unclear.
2) Figure 2-5: the significant differences of Treatment, Passage Number or Assay Host have to be
presented on the main Figures and not only in the Table 1 or 2 of the supplementary material. With
an adapted y-scale (in Figure 3 from 10-3 to 10-6 for example instead of from 0 to 10-6), you
should have more place to add letters for the significant effect of treatments.
Please, see below potential solutions.
Fig. 4, It looks that some significant tests are illustrated and some other not (for no apparent
reason). According to Supplementary Table 2, Assay host is significant for the infectivity of E.
artemiae, virulence of both species and spore production of both species. But you illustrate this
significant difference only for spore production. Consequently, we don’t know which is right, the
figure or the table ?
You write l.307-309 “E. artemiae’s fitness did evolve in some treatments. E. artemiae lines whose
passaging history included A. parthenogenetica had a higher fitness on this host, while their fitness
in A. franciscana was not detectably changed (compare cross & circle to triangle in Fig. 5).” But it
is not clearly shown in the figure. We need to see the test significativity (with letters for example
that are the same when the difference is not significant, and different otherwise). For example, see
the illustration below.

Minor issues
1) In overall, I would appreciate more details about the study system that the authors seem to know
very well.
About the two parasites: Is E. artemia an invasive species arriving with its invasive “matched” host
A. franciscana ?
About the interaction host-parasite: What are the consequences of the parasitism for the hosts
(because there is no control, we cannot distinguish between parasite-induced and background host
mortality) ? Does the parasitism occur in a specific period of host life cycle (phenology of hostparasite interaction) ? Is there competition between the two parasites for the exploitation of the two
hosts ? Does a co-infection lead to a higher host mortality than an infection by only one parasite ?
2) If the results are not presenting in a Figure or a Table in the main text, they should not be explain
in the main text. For example, l.212-222 refer to results in the Supp. Table 1 and not clearly visible
in the Figure 1 presented in the main text. Why not having a Supplementary Results document
where you explain these results and refer to them in the main text if it is useful (not sure it is useful
for the example)?
3) l.66. Suppress the “a” : “such key traits occur is a largely unexplored”.
4) l.69 you write “naturally occurring parasites”, should be “naturally co-occurring parasites”,
right ?
5) l.91 “with infections of either reaching prevalences of up to 100% in both host species”. Does it
mean that the infection of each parasite may reach 100% in both host species ? Or only in their
“matched” host species ? Please, clarify. Here, you could explain that A. rigaudi is less specialized
than E. artemia and give an idea of the host-parasite phenology.
6) l.101-105, you use the term “stock” for both parasite stocks and host stocks. It is unclear. Please,
every time you use “stock”, precise if you mean parasite or host.
7) l.103, you use lab-bred hosts for the experiment to be sure that only one parasite infest them.
These hosts could have evolve a higher tolerance to lab conditions and a potentially higher
vulnerability to parasites as they are parasite free. How this potential evolution of lab-host could
influence your results ? You don’t discuss about this point but it could be interesting to discuss it.
8) l.132, replace (see Results) by (Table 3).
9) l.161, replace (see Results) by (Table 1).
10) l.283 & 391. Clarify the term “semi-specialized”. If it means that only a part of the traits related
to host exploitation is involved in the specialization, please explain it clearly. If the term is
previously used for describing this phenomenon, please cite the reference. If the term is chosen by
you to describe this original result, please make it clear.
11) l.285, “infectivity readily evolved towards generalism”. Right but for E. artemiae only. Be more
precise here.
12) l.293-294, “This result is consistent […] with the general host-conservative behavior of
microsporidians”. Please, develop this idea or remove it. What is the general conservative behavior
of microsporidians ?

